A joint reconstruction and segmentation model for hyperspectral data obtained from a compressive measurement system is proposed, and some preliminary tests are described. Although hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technology has incredible potential, its utility is currently limited because of the quantity and complexity of the data it gathers. Yet, often the scene to be reconstructed from the HSI data contains far less information, typically consisting of spectrally and spatially homogeneous segments that can be represented sparsely in an appropriate basis. Such vast informational redundancy thus implicitly contained in the HSI data warrants a compressed sensing (CS) strategy that acquires appropriately coded spectral-spatial data from which one can reconstruct the original image more efficiently, while still enabling target identification procedures. A coded-aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI) is considered here, and a joint reconstruction and segmentation model for data obtained from CASSI compressive measurements is proposed and preliminary numerical experiments are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral images are digital images, often taken either from an airplane or satellite, in which each pixel records not just the usual three visible bands of light (red at 650nm, green at 550nm, and blue at 450nm), but on the order of hundreds of wavelengths so that spectroscopy can be conducted on the materials in the object or scene. In air to ground remote sensing, the user is then able to identify, for instance, the species of trees and other vegetation, crop health, mineral and soil composition, moisture content of soils and vegetation, and pollution quantities. The technology also has clear military and homeland-security applications, as it enables identification of targets such as buildings and vehicles, even with Research supported in part by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), grant number FA9550-08-1-0151. Corresponding author: R. Plemmons, plemmons@wfu.edu, http://www.wfu.edu/˜plemmons attempts to camouflage. We are also working with applications to space situational analysis for the U.S. Air Force [1, 2, 3] , where the targets are space objects including assets, such as satellites, monitored from the ground by hyperspectral imaging systems. More generally, see [4] and the references therein for a comprehensive overview of recent hyperspectral data analysis and target identification trends.
JOINT RECONSTRUCTION & SEGMENTATION FROM COMPRESSIVE MEASUREMENTS
In many applications image targets are sparse in the sense that in some basis they typically occupy a small fraction of the overall region of interest (the target domain). This sparsity assumption suggests approaching the imaging problem by using the framework of compressed sensing. At the core of compressed sensing lies the following problem (here we focus, as is common in the compressed sensing community, on the discrete setting). Assume f ∈ R n is a signal that is sparse measured by the 0 quasi-norm; i.e., the number of its nonzero components in f is much less than n, i.e., f 0 n. Letting g ∈ R m be the measurement data vector, then the compressive sensing linear inverse problem forward model can be expressed as Hf = g, where H is an m × n system sensing matrix with m n. The goal is to recover f , given the data vector g and the sensing matrix H. As m n, the linear system Hf = g is severely underdetermined and a unique reconstruction of f is in general impossible. However, due to the sparsity of f one can compute f by solving the optimization problem min f 0 subject to Hf = g. Since this problem is NP-hard, one often considers instead its convex relaxation, min f 1 subject to Hf = g,
which can be solved by mathematical programming methods.
Compressive sensing and compressive representation in imaging are currently very active research areas, with important contributions by, e.g. Candès, Romberg, and Tao [5] , Donoho [6] , among others. In practice, it is important to note that compressive sensing can be done only by a compressive sensor. Our purpose in this section is to outline our work on reconstructing hyperspectral data obtained by compressive sensors. such as the coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) systems being developed by David Brady, et al. [7] . Further details and experiments are discussed in [8] .
In the conventional acquisition of hyperspectral data, technologies such as tunable filters or computed tomography measure every element in a hyperspectral data cube at least once, and can require large acquisition times, data storage, and transfer times. Recently proposed compressive imagers such as CASSI [7, 9, 10, 11] only need take a single snapshot from which to reconstruct a hyperspectral data cube assumed to be sparse in some basis. See Figure 1 for a photograph, with brief system details, of such a CASSI system developed at Duke University. The CASSI hyperspectral compressive sensing cameras have been developed with two modalities, a dual disperser form (DD-CASSI) which can be used to obtain good spatial resolution possibly at the cost of spectral resolution [9] , and a single disperser version (SD-CASSI) which emphasizes spectral resolution in the reconstructed data [10] . Each modality requires solving an ill-posed inverse problem for the numerical reconstruction of the hyperspectral data from the compressive measurements. We have found that combining reconstruction with fuzzy segmentation leads to promising results [8] , and can often better facilitate target identification from the estimated data.
The important problem of pixel unmixing is not considered here. For some of our recent work on that topic using sparse approximation methods see, e.g., [3, 13] .
For simplicity we concentrate primarily on the DD-CASSI system. Although compressed measurements need much less acquisition time and data storage, they demand strong algorithms for data reconstruction, a problem which is usually highly under-determined. For example, if the size of a vectorized hyperspectral cube f is n 1 ×n 2 ×n 3 , a DD-CASSI system [9] measures only a 2D vectorized image g with size n 1 × n 2 , from which we generally need to reconstruct an estimation of the original cube for data analysis. Consider 1 Other snapshot spectral imagers are also being developed. See, e.g., [12] for a CASSI-type system developed for medical imaging. first a simple least squares approach to estimating f , i.e.
(2)
Here, the matrix H is the CASSI system operator having size n 1 n 2 × n 1 n 2 n 3 . Since there are fewer rows than columns in H, additional constraints are generally needed to seek a useful estimation. For the forward model of the CASSI system, g = Hf = SCf , where C is an aperture coding matrix, and S reflects dispersive shifting and integration over the wavelengths λ. In many practical situations the signals to reconstruct are composed of relatively homogeneous segments or clusters, e.g. in certain hyperspectral images in remote sensing problems [1] , and in 3D computed tomography images [14] . The basis of concern for us here is the set of segmentation membership functions in the two spatial dimensions, which take on values of either 0 or 1 for hard segmentation or within the interval [0, 1] for fuzzy segmentation [15] . We concentrate on fuzzy segmentation to allow for pixel mixing, especially around edges.
Variational segmentation algorithms have become a large area of research, see e.g., [16] , but they are often applied either directly on the original measurements or after the reconstruction. In contrast, work is beginning on combining reconstruction and segmentation in a more general linear inverse problem setting. In particular, Li et al. [2, 17] have coupled the segmentation and deblurring/denoising models to simultaneously segment and deblur/denoise degraded hyperspectral images. Also, Ramlau and Ring [18] have jointly reconstructed and segmented Radon transformed tomography data. However, neither approach tested compressive measurements from real sensors.
In our joint reconstruction and fuzzy segmentation approach, we seek a particular form of the compressed sensing solution that takes advantage of spectrally homogeneous segments in the two spatial dimensions, thus greatly reducing the number of unknowns. First, assume the solution f is composed of a limited number of segments or materials, each of which essentially has a homogeneous value at each spectral channel. Thus we seek a decomposed solution described in a continuous form as
Where L is the number of segments, and where u i (x, y) is the i th membership function, whose values are in the interval [0, 1] for a fuzzy segmentation, and satisfies the constraint
Here, s i (λ) represents the i th segment or material's spectral signature function. The support of u i lies only in the two spatial dimensions represented by x and y, and is independent of the spectral dimension represented by λ. The spectral signatures, s = {s i (λ), i = 1, . . . , L}, vary only along the spectral dimension. The discrete form of f can be written more simply asf
wheref ∈ R n1n2×n3 is the folded hyperspectral cube, u i ∈ R n1n2×1 is the vectorized membership function and s i ∈ R n3×1 . With the decomposed form of f , the savings in the number of signals to reconstruct is significant, (n 1 n 2 + n 3 )L unknowns compared to n 1 n 2 n 3 , since generally n 3 L. We use an alternating least squares (ALS) approach to separate the problem given by (2) and (3) into two subproblems and to solve for u i and s i in an alternating fashion. For the first subproblem, namely to solve for u i given s i , when the system matrix H preserves boundaries, e.g., the DD-CASSI system, we use a generalized fuzzy segmentation algorithm based on the variational model [2, 17] within an inverse problem setting. This enables us to directly segment a hyperspectral data cube from a single observed image, given known spectral signatures. For more general cases of H we have used and compared three algorithms with increasing computation complexity to solve the first sub-problem. The second sub-problem, namely to solve for s i , given u i , is typically highly overdetermined, and regularized pseudoinverse methods suffice [8] .
We concentrate here on illustrating the numerical aspects of our joint reconstruction and segmentation model for hyperspectral data obtained from CASSI compressive measurement systems. Technical details on our joint reconstruction/segmentation methods are provided in [8] , which is available in preprint form.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We solve the joint reconstruction/segmentation problem by integrating a spectral signature solver with a segmentation solver -our fuzzy segmentation method for hyperspectral images [2, 17] . A sample result from our initial study [8] , using a simulated hyperspectral image of the Hubble Space Telescope satellite developed in our papers [1, 3] , is given in Figure 2 . Eight materials typical to those associated with satellites are used, Hubble aluminum, Hubble glue, Hubble honeycomb top, Hubble honeycomb side, solar cell, bolts, rubber edge, and copper stripping. Note the excellent recovery of six of the seven material spectra; the discrepancy between the estimated and true spectra for the bolts segment is related to its relatively small abundance in the object.
Next, we consider a hyperspectral image, of size 320 × 360 × 29 with bands from .453μm to .719μm, taken from above the campus of University of Southern Mississippi, Gulfport. The hyperspectral data (as well as LiDAR data) was collected for test purposes by the company OpTech International, as part of a project led by Professor Paul Gader at the University of Florida. The original hyperspectral dataset has 72 bands ranging from .4μm to 1.0μm, but after matching the calibrated wavelengths of the CASSI system with those actually measured bands by OpTech, we chose 29 of the 72 bands and put it through a CASSI forward model to obtain a simulated CASSI image. The left image in Figure 3 shows a Google map of the area and the right image shows the simulated CASSI image obtained by passing the data though the CASSI forward model. We ran the reconstruction/segmentation algorithm directly on the simulated CASSI image with seven known spectra taken from the original hyperspectral cube: dirt, pavement, grass, rooftops, sand, trees, water and shadows. The result is shown in Figure 4 . The algorithm separates out areas of trees, water/shadows, grass and pavement with a relatively high resolution. For example, we observe sharp boundaries between trees and grass, and four thin lines of dirt splitting the grass area into four parts in the middle slightly to the left. Due to the limited material information in the chosen bands, the two road strips at the bottom are recognized as grass, which can be fixed by including more long wavelength bands. In terms of target identification, the reconstruction/segmentation clearly identifies three targets (colored cloths) on tables just above the ground near the center of the scene. We mark these targets by a yellow circle in Figure 4 .
SUMMARY
Compressive sensing requires new sensing technology, data representations and reconstruction methods, as with coded aperture snapshot spectral (CASSI) systems. We have described here a joint reconstruction and fuzzy segmentation model for hyperspectral data obtained from compressive measurements. Our tests indicate that combining reconstruction with segmentation in an alternating fashion leads to promising results, and can often be used to perform target identification. Although our tests use only the CASSI model, we feel that the techniques we developed here can be applied to a variety of other compressive sensors. Technical details on our joint reconstruction and fuzzy segmentation methods along with several numerical experiments are provided in [8] .
